
 
 
 
 

Angkor Wat With Sunrise - Small Group Tour 
 
 
Trip Overview: 
Watch the sunrise at Angkor Wat and soak up the early morning atmosphere. Spend the rest of the day 
temple hopping with a professional local guide, in a small group. 
 
Tour highlights include: 
          - Wat Sunrise at Angkor Wat Temple 
          - Explore the temples of Angkor Wat, Angkor Thom City, Bayon, and Ta Prohm Temple 
          - Experienced English Speaking Tour Guide 
          - Air-con Vehicle 
          - Mineral  Water & cool towel 
 
What's Included: Experienced and licensed English-speaking tour guide, transport by air-con van, bottle 
water 
 
What's Not Included: Angkor Pass, travel insurance, meals, personal expenses  
 
Pick Up Details: Pick up and drop off at hotel 
 
Detailed Itinerary: 
We begin with a pre-dawn departure (4.20 to 4.40 am depending on your hotel location) from your hotel 
for sunrise outside Angkor Wat. Enter the great temple in darkness from the little-visited eastern side, and 
creep along hoary cloistered corridors past the longest stretch of bas-relief carvings in the world. 
Soak up the atmosphere of dawn at Angkor, from the edge of one of the ancient library pools. We then 
explore the interior of the great temple, spending a thorough two hours discovering the corridors, central 
chambers and upper terraces of this truly great temple. Your expert local guide will decipher the myriad of 
stories behind the bas-relief carvings, and give you an insight into life during the height of the Khmer 
empire. 
We end our tour at Angkor with breakfast outside the temple (take away, from your hotel), and a short 
rest. Continue the morning by visit the Southern Gate of Angkor Thom, flanked by a row of 54 stone 
figures on each side - gods to the left and demons to the right – and the fortified city of Angkor Thom. At 
‘The Bayon’ (12th century) we see its beautifully crafted central towers, covered in more than 200 
enormous faces, then explore the famous Terrace of the Leper King, and the Terrace of Elephants. 
Enjoy lunch at your own expense, and a rest break before move on to the jungle-enveloped Ta Prohm – 
one of the most atmospheric of all temples in Angkor. Once home to 2,740 monks, Ta Prohm today looks 
much as it did in the early 1850s, when French explorer Henri Mouhot ‘rediscovered’ this crumbling site. 
After exploring the maze-like interior of Ta Prohm, return to your hotel after a long but fulfilling day, which 
will leave you with a lifetime of memories of one of the wonders of the world. 
 
Additional Information:  
          - This is a sharing tour with maximum group size of 15 participants 
          - Pick up is between 04:20-04:40am depending on your hotel location 
          - Dress Code: Cover your shoulders and knees 



          - Comfortable walking shoes are recommended 
          - Minimum age 5 years old 


